
Ancient empire – arcane doom
Cleansing nests of eldritch gloom

Slithering masters crack foul gates
Driven mad with lust and hate

The Old Ones were, the Old Ones be
Between the space that we can see

Eldar signs and elven cloak
The Mirror of Souls, a tuning fork
Staff of Magi, pigments fair
Treasures beckon, but beware
Misplaced foot, unlucky glance
You’re caught fast with not a chance

Mark these words, mark them well
Bring light and life to ancient hell

Seven cities, seven plagues
The evil empire did here lag

Dammaron green and ripe
Slithering denizens rule the night
A thousand eyes and mouths and claws
A treasure trove at ghastly cost

Kaddath, dark and deep and cold
The godling here is ages old
Down the hole for noble bold
Light works best for staking gains
Wizards shake in impotent rage

Amalon is a fight for brutes
Fire and time its deadly fruits
Touched and gone and back in shock
The first to fall should be the key and clock
The godling here has hide of rock

Khulgar is a musician’s bane
Filled with sonic pain
A mirrored maze of deadly fane
Fog of sight, fog of mind
The Master’s Eye brings loving sighs



Sillibith warded by slick, black night
Sealed with doom till might makes right
Tines of metal you must find
Else eldritch Dalgran is most unkind

Hammertal boasts an ancient gloom
To see his hide is to know your doom
Swirling sigils, unclean marks
Blind prevail where the sighted lark
Shifting walls, spinning floors
And back again to its state before

Dalgran claims the final mark
Only for the stout of heart
A glamour lies upon its shell
Careful lest you join this hell
Out of joint, out of phase
Tines of Metal strikes the way
While in hell, you cannot rest
Wounds stay open, powers stay lost
Tentacled horrors in daemon’s nest
You must strike quick; it is the best


